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Utah is known for having "the greatest snow on earth," and this comprehensive guide provides all

the details you need to make the most of your vacation. From listing by terrain types to tips and

tricks at each resort, this book explores skiing and snowboarding in Utah in exceptional detail and

provides the insight you need to enjoy everything the mountains have to offer.
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I do not like writing my own reviews but I have to respond to the completely unfair comment by the

"Doctor" below. The book is not a criticism piece but a guide to help tourists to find their way around

each of Utah's 13 resorts. Trail maps are easily accessible, change from year to year and provide a

very limited view of the actual terrain. The book is designed to help people navigate each ski area

and get comfortable with the terrain. Most people who come to Utah visit one or two locations, ski

three or four runs they know are safe and leave. There is a lot of GOOD about each spot and this

book is about making the most of a vacation.If you are going to any of Utah's 13 resorts, this book

tells you a lot more than what a trail map provides. I skied and snowboarded at each resort and tried

to give you a good idea of where to go on the mountain based upon being a first time visitor.

Moreover, the book provides tips on how to save money and offers a good overview of what each

resort offers. Most professional reviewers have found the book to be a great way to familiarize

yourself with Utah's resorts. In fact, read the review below by the Midwest book review.I know each

resort intimately and I know where they have their faults. However, how is this data useful to people



and what would be achieved by writing something critical? I take offense on the "Rainbow and

Unicorns" comment for trying to show each resort's best side. In reality, any person with half a brain

will recognize that each spot has its faults. I simply am trying to help people have a great vacation,

understand what each resort is focused on doing well and have a lot of fun during their visit to Utah!
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